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0. Introduction
Let G be a finite group, p a prime and B a p-block of G. In [4] Dade conjectured
that the number of ordinary irreducible characters of B with a fixed defect can be
expressed as an alternating sum of the numbers of ordinary irreducible characters of
related defects in related blocks B' of certain local p-subgroups of G. This (ordinary)
conjecture has been proved by Olsson and Uno for the symmetric groups when p is
odd. In this paper, we prove the (ordinary) conjecture for the symmetric groups G
when p = 2.
In Section 1 we state the ordinary conjecture and fix some notation. In Section
2 we reduce the family of radical 2-chains Ίl(G) to a G-invariant subfamily QΊl(G).
In Section 3 we first give several more reductions, and then prove the conjecture for
p = 2 using results of Olsson and Uno [6].
1. Dade's ordinary conjecture
Throughout this paper we shall follow the notation of Dade [4]. Let C be a
p-subgroup chain of a finite group G,
(1-1) C:P0<P1 < . <PW.
Then w = \C\ is called the length of G,
(1.2) N(C) = NG(C) = NG(P0) n NG(Pl) n - - - n NG(PW)
is called the normalizer of C in G, and
(1.3) Ck : PO < PI < ••• < Pfc, 0<k<w
is called the k-th initial p-subchain of G. In addition, G is called a radical p-chain
if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(a) PO = OP(G) and (b) Pk = Op(N(Ck)) for all 1 < k < w.
Thus Pfc+i and Pk+i/Pk are radical subgroups of N(Ck) and N(Ck)/Pk, respectively
for 0 < k < w — 1, where a p-subgroup R of G is radical if R = OP(NG(R)). Let
n = n(G) be the set of all radical p-chains of G.
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Given C £ 7£, B a p-block of G and u a non-negative integer, let k(7V(C), B, u)
be the number of characters of the set
(1.4) Irr(7V(C),£,u) - {ψ G Irr(7V(C)) : B(ψ}G = B, and d(^) - u} ,
where B(ψ) is the block of N(C) containing ψ and d(^) is the p-defect of ψ (see
[4, (5.5)] for the definition). Then the following is Dade's ordinary conjecture, [4,
Conjecture 6.3].
Dade's ordinary conjecture. If OP(G) = 1 and B is a p-block of G with
defect d(B) > 0, and ίfu is a non-negative integer, then
(1.5)
cen/c
where Ίl/G is a set of representatives for the G -orbits in Ίl.
2. The first reduction
In this section we shall first define a G-invariant subfamily QR of radical 2-
chains of a symmetric group and then reduce Dade's conjecture to the family QΊl.
In the rest of the paper we always suppose p = 2.
We shall also follow the notation of Alperin and Fong [1]. Given a positive
integer n, we denote by S(n) = S(V) the symmetric group of degree n acting on the
set V of cardinality n. For each non-negative integer c, let A
c
 denote the elementary
abelian group of order 2C represented by its regular permutation representation.
Thus AC is embedded uniquely up to conjugacy as a transitive subgroup of S(2C),
Cs2cAc = A
c
, and
For a sequence c = (ci, c2, . . . , Q) of non-negative integers, let |c| = ci + . . . + Q
and let A
c
 be the wreath product ACl I AC2 1 . . . I AC£ . Then Ac is embedded uniquely
up to conjugacy as a transitive subgroup of S(2'c'). Moreover,
N
s(2lcl}(Ac)/Ac ~ GL(cι,2) x GL(c2,2) x ... x GL(c€,2),
where c' = (c2, . . . ,Q) and Ns(2C1)(ACl)®NS(2\c'^(Ac') is the tensor product of the
normalizers AfS(2cι)(^cι) and AΓS(2ic /i)(^c') Suppose R is a radical 2-subgroup of
G. By Alperin and Fong [1, (2A)], there exists a corresponding decomposition
V =v0uv1(j υvt,
R = RO x Rί x x Rt
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such that RO — (Iv0) and each Ri for i > I is conjugate to some Ac in S(V^). Let
A(R) be the subgroup generated by all normal abelian subgroups of R, and let
B(R) = CA(R)([A(R),A(R)])9 where [ A ( R ) , A ( R ) \ is the commutator subgroup of
A(R). Then B(R) is a characteristic subgroup of R and WG(Λ) < NG(B(R)). By
[2, (2A)],
|w|( (£>8)2' if ci = c2 = 1,
where D8 = AI I AI is a dihedral group of order 8 and w = (c3, . . . , Q).
Let Φ - {A
c
 : c - (l,c 2 ,c 3 . . . ,Q), c2 > 2}, Φ' - {Λc : c - (1, 1,c3 . . . ,
and Φ* = {A
c
 : c = (0) or c — (1,1,...,!)}. A 2-subgroup R with a decomposition
(2.2) is radical in G if and only if ra
Λ
(P) ^2,4 for all P e Φ*, where mR(P) is
the multiplicity of the components P in 7?.
Let Sd be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NS(2<ί)(Ad). Then 5ι = AI and S2 = DS Let
Δ(l) - {A! i A2}, Δ(d) - {5d i AI, Sd ί A2, 5d Mi Mi} for d > 2,
Δ + = y Δ ( d ) and Δ = Δ(l) U Δ(2).
d>l
Suppose R is a radical subgroup of G with a decomposition (2.2). Then TYIR(DS) $
{2,4}, mR(Aι) / 2 and mβ(D8 ί AI) ^ 2. So jB(β) - Π*=ι ^(^) is non-radical
in G if and only if mB^(Aι) = 4 or mB(R)(Ds) G {2,4}, which is equivalent to
(a) mR(Aι I A2) = 1 but mR(P) = 0 for P e ^\{Al I A2}, or
(b) For X e Δ(2), mR(X) = I but mR(P) = 0 for all P G Φr\{X}.
If J3(β) is radical, then define K(R) = B(R). Suppose B(R) is non-radical. Define
AιlA2x RR.jίAίiA2 B(RJ} if only case (a) occurs,
X x Πfl ^x B(Rj) if only case (^) occurs,
I 2 A2 x X x Y[R,^AllΛ2 x B(Rj] if both cases (a) and (b) occur.
Thus K(R) < β, AΓ(Λ) is a radical subgroup of G and
A^CR) < NG(K(R)) < NG(B(R)).
In addition, if two radical subgroups .R and W are G-conjugate, then KΓ(jR) and
K(W) are G-conjugate, since B(R) and 5(W) are G-conjugate. We also need the
following lemma to define the chains in QR.
(2A). Given integer d> 1, let G = S(2d) = S(V) and N = N(Ad) = NG(Ad).
(a) There exists a bijection between the classes of radical subgroups R of N and
the compositions c = (ci, c2, , Q) of a such that
) x GL(c2,2) x - • - x GL(Q,2).
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In particular, the subset [V,R] ofV consisting of all points moved by R is V
itself.
(b) Let R be a radical subgroup ofN and Q a radical subgroup ofNN(K). Then
Q is radical in N and NN(Q) < NN(R).
Proof, (a) Since R is radical in TV, Ad < R and R/Ad is a radical subgroup
of N/Ad ~ GL(d,2). Since NN(R)/Ad ~ NN/Ad(R/Ad), it follows by Borel-Tits
theorem [3] that R/Ad is the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup of N/Ad.
The classes of parabolic subgroups of GL(d, 2) are labelled by compositions of d,
and so (a) follows easily.
(b) Suppose Q is a radical subgroup of Nπ(R). Then R < Q, and the proof of
(b) is also straightforward by applying the Borel-Tits theorem to NN(R)/AU. D
REMARK. Follow the notation of (2A). Then R is radical in G if and only
if R = Ad except when d = 2 and GI = c2 = 1, in which case either R = Ad or
R = D8. Indeed, we may suppose d > 2. Since Ad < R, it follows that R acts
transitively on V, and R — A
w
 for some sequence w = (wι,...,Wi) of positive
integers with |w| = d. Note that Ad < A(R). If wι > 2, then each A(R)-oτbit in V
has 2Wl elements, so that d — w\. If wι = 1, then each A(R)-orbit in V is contained
in some AI I A^-orbit, so that w = (1, w2) and d = I + w2. But \R/Ad\ = 2W2 and
\Aι lAW2\ = 2
2
™
2+W2
, so 2W2 = d = w2 + 1 and w2 = 0 or 1. Thus w2 = 1 and
The radical subgroup R of NS(2d^(Ad) determined by the composition c in (2A)
(a) will be denoted by Q
c
 if R is not a radical subgroup of S(2d). This holds in
particular if d > 3. We set B(QC) = Ad. Now we can define the family QK.
Let QR, = QΊl(G] be the G-invariant subfamily of K consisting of radical
2-chains
(2.3) C : 1< Pi < - < P
w
such that PI = K(Pι) and each PI has a decomposition Πj =ι QiJ witn Qi,j ^
Δ+ U {Ad,Qc,D8} for all i,j. Let M be the complement U\QΊl of βπ in π, so
that
Ίl= QU\^M (disjoint) .
In the following we shall show that Dade's conjecture can be reduced to the family
Q7£. First of all, we consider the structure of the subgroup P2. By definition, P2 is
a radical subgroup of NG(PI).
Let D be a radical subgroup of G such that D = K(D). Then
(2.4) V = V+(JV* and D = D+ x D*,
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where D+ - ΓLr
€ΔPO
αχ with
 «x ^ ί°> *}. ^* = (A0mi x ΓW^Γd, V+ -
[V,D+] and V* - F\F+. Let U
x
 be the underlying set of X G Δ+ such that
U
x
 = [ U X , X ] , and NX = Ns(Uχ}(X). Then
7V(D) = NG(D) = N(D)+ x TV(£>)*,
where TV(D)+ =ΠW^)αχ andTV(D)* = ^ S(m/2)xΠd>0^s(2^)(^)?S(md).
If X = AilAz, then Λ/χ = AιίS(4) and it has exactly two radical subgroups, ^(1,1,1)
and AI I A2 up to conjugacy. Similarly, if X = D8 I A2, then NX = D8 I S(4) and it
has exactly two radical subgroups, A(i, 1,1,1) and D8 I A2 up to conjugacy.
(2B). Let D be a subgroup ofG = S(V) MΪA # decomposition (2.2) swc/z
D = B(D) and [V,D] = V. In addition, let R be a radical subgroup ofN = N(R).
Suppose D = D(l) = (A^, D(2) = (A2)rri2 or D(2)' = (D8)m*. Then R is radical
in G and K(R) is radical in N. If L = NN(K(R)), then
(A,) I S(ίχ) x (D8) I S ( Ϊ 2 ) x
L = AΓS(4)(A2) l S(ί2) x (D8) I S(t'2) x
(D
s
) I S(ί2) x
2 βr^ some non-negative integers and β
x
 = 0,1. Moreover,
NN(R} < L.
Proof. Suppose D = £>(!), so that TV = A1 I S(raι). It follows by
[5, Proposition 4.7] or [6, Proposition 2.3 and the Remark 2.5] that R = ΠHi Ri,
where ^  = Al I R( with ^  = Az. Thus Λ» e Φ U Φ' and B(R) = (A^ x (Dg)^
for some integers a,β > 0. Since /2/D = Πϋi ^  ^s radical in 8(771!), it follows
that mR/D(Ac) g {2,4}, and hence πιR(Ac) g {2,4} for all Ac G Φ*. Thus R
and then #(#) are radical in G, B(jR) = (A^ x (-D8)*2 with tι + 2ί2 - mi and
N(B(R)) = (Aι) I S(ίι) x D8 2 S(t2). Since N(K(R)) < N(B(R)) < TV, K(R) is
radical in TV. I f B ( R ) is radical in G, then ir(fl) - B(Λ) and N(K(R)) = N(B(R)).
Suppose B(R) is non-radical in G. Then
( Ai lA2 x y = R if ίi = 4 and ί;2 G {2, 4},(A^ xY if ti £ {2, 4} and t2 G {2, 4},
Ai M2 x (£>s)^ if ίi = 4 and t'2 g {2, 4}
for some Y G Δ(2). Thus NN(K(R)) is given by (2B). Since TV(^) < N(K(R)), it
follows that
JVN(JfZ) - TV(,R) Π TV < N(K(R)) Π TV = NN(K(R)) = L.
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Suppose D = £>(2), so that TV = TVS(4)(A2) I S(m2). Since A2 and D8 are the
only radical subgroups (up to conjugacy) in TVS(4)(^42), it follows that R = ΠHi ^>
where Λ< = A2 ί #• or L>8 I R( with fl< = Az. Let £(#) - (A2)ί2 x (Ds)**, R(2) =
Πi -Rί and -β(2)' — J|^ . RJ, where z and j run over the indices such that Ri = A2l R'i
and Rj = D8 I Rj, respectively. Then R(2)f/(A2)^ is radical in GL(2, 2) l S(£2),
since R/D is radical in GL(2, 2) ί S(m2). Thus m w . v / . _ . t / (Ac) 0 {2,4}, and
^H^J / ( U s ) 2
hence m jR(2)'(-Ac) 0 {2,4} for each Ac G Φ*. It follows that J? is radical in G. If
β(Λ) is non-radical in G, then t'2 G {2, 4} and so R = R(2) x Y for some y G Δ(2),
and K(R) = (A2)t2 x Y. Since N(B(R)) = TVS(4)(A2) ? S(ί2) x (us) I S(t'2) < TV, it
follows that N(K(R)) is given as (2B) and K(R) is radical in TV. A proof similar
to above shows that NN(R] < L.
Suppose D = D(2}', so that TV = D8 I S(ra2). A proof similar to above shows
that each component of R is an element of Φ' and mR(Ac) 0 {2,4} for all Ac G Φ*.
It follows that R is radical in G and B(R) = D. If ra'2 0 {2, 4}, then K(R) = B(R).
Ifm'2=2 or 4, then K(R) = R G Δ(2). This proves (2B). D
Given sequences c = (ci, . . . , Q) and z = (zi, . . . , z
υ
) of non-negative integers,
let Q
c
,
z
 be the wreath product X I Az in S(2l c l+l z l), where X = Ac or Qc. If X =
AC, then Qc,z = Av and AΓS(2iw|)(Qc,z)/Qc,z is given by (2.1) with some obvious
modifications, where w = (GI, , Q, zi, , z
v
). Suppose Q
c
,z = X I Az with X =
Q
c
. Let d — |c| and M the underlying set of X. Then we may suppose Ad < X
and [M,X] = M. Let J£1? JΓ2, , X2\z\ be copies of X, and let C/i, t/2, , t^i be
disjoint underlying sets of Xι,X2, , ^ Γ2izi Then [7 = C/i U U2 U U U2\*\ can be
taken as the underlying set of X I Az, and (Π;=ι ^ ) ^ Az = X I Az. Let Wi be a
o l z l
normal subgroup of Xi isomorphic to Ad. Then [ί/i, W^ ] = Ui and W — Πi=ι ^  ^ s
a normal abelian subgroup of XlAz, so that VF < A(QC?Z). If A is a normal abelian
subgroup of X, then (Λ)2 z is a normal abelian subgroup of <2c,z It follows that
(A)2'2' < A(QC)Z) and Πi=i A(X{) < A(QC^}. Since Qc is nonabelian, it follows by
[2, (2A)] that each normal abelian subgroup of Q
c
,z is a subgroup of Πΐ=ι ^  Thus
) < Πί! ^ (^i), so that A(QC,B) - ΠS ^ (^) an^ £^ι, C^2, , £^2ι.ι are the
orbits of A(<2c,z) in t7. Since TV
s ( 2 |C!+|z|)(Qc,z) normalizes A(QCjZ), ^Vs(2i«ι+ι»i)( (3c>z)
permutes ί/i, C72, , C/2|Z| among themselves, so that
(2.5) W S (2i«Ί+ι»i)(Qc ? AΛ) = TVs(2 |c|)(Qc) (g) JVS(2 |,|)(AZ).
In particular, -/VS(2M+ι-i)(Qc,z) normalizes the subgroup J]^ Jι i^ = (Qc)2'"' of Qc?z.
We claim that
(2.6) Ήv
s ( 2 l c | + | m | ) w(Qc,z) ^  JVjv s ( 2 l c | )(A | c |)(Qc) ® ^ s(2|Z|)(^z),
2 |z|
where W = Π;=ι ^  is a normal abelian subgroup of QCjZ such that each Wi is a
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normal subgroup of Xi isomorphic to A\
c
\. Indeed, let
N =
 ^
If g G TV, then g normalizes <2c,z, so that by (2.5) g = diag {#ι, #2, * ,#2i z i} σ >
where ^ G TVS(M)(<2C) and σ G TVS( 2iz |)(A z). Since Wi < Xi and # normalizes
W, it follows that & normalizes Wi and g £ H. Conversely, if g £ H, then 0 =
diag {0ι,02, ,02i-ι >σ> where σ G NS(2\,\^(AZ) and g{ G TV^^^^Qc). Thus
g normalizes <3
c
,z and g G A/", so that H = N.
Let Λ = XMz be a subgroup of S(2lcHzl), where X = A
c
 or Q
c
. If β =
AC ί A
z
, then set Q£(Λ) - S(Λ); If Λ = Q
c
 I A
w
, then set QB(fl) - (Qc)2'"' and
= (A
w
) 2 l w | .By(2.5)
cl + l z
(2C). L^ G = S(n) = S(F), α/irf feί Q decompose as (2.2) w/fλ Q =
or Q = K(Q). Suppose R a radical subgroup of N(Q). Then there exists a
corresponding decomposition
V = M0UMι U U Mv,
^ = RQ X RI X X R
v
such that RO = (lMo) and Ri = Qc,z < S(M^) for i > 1.
Proof. By (2B) and the remark before (2B), we may suppose Q = Πd>3(Ad)rnd
and
TV - N(Q) = H N
s(2d}(Ad) I S(md).
d>3
By [6, Lemma (2.2)], R = Πd>3 Rd, where Rd is a radical subgroup of NS(2d^(Ad) I
S(πid) for all d > 3. By induction, we may suppose TV acts transitively on V, so
that Q = (Ad)7nd. Thus R - Zι x Z2 x x Zm and each Z» = X I Y for some
subgroup F = Az of S(m^) and a radical subgroup X of TVg^^A^). By (2A)
(a), X G {Ad,Qc}, where c is a composition of d. So Z^ = QC5Z and this proves
(2C). ' D
Suppose R has a decomposition (2.7). Define QB(R) = R0x ΠΓ=ι QB(Ri) and
(2D). Let R be a subgroup of G = S(n) = S(V) 5wc/z ίΛ«ί .R decom-
poses as (2.7). G/ve/2 sequences c = (cχ,c2, , Q), z = (21,2:2, ,zu), and
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w = (wι,W2,'-,w
m
) of positive integers, let M(c) = U»Mi, R(c) = ΓL ^>
M(w,z) = UjMj, and Λ(w,z) = ΓL, #?, w^ere i #«*/ j rw« over ί/ze indices such
that Ri = AC #«£/ Λj — Qw ί Az, respectively. Then
N(R) = NG(R) = S(M0) x Π^s(M(c))(Λ(c)) x JJ
C W,Z
Moreover,
where M
c
 and M
w
,
z
 are ίΛe underlying sets of A
c
 andQ^l Az, respectively, andtc,
t\v,z ore the numbers of components AC andQ^lAz inR(c) andR(w,z), respectively.
In particular, ifD = QB(R), then N(R) < N(D).
Proof. Let A = QB(Ri), so that D = R0 x Π*U A, where i; is given by the
decomposition (2.7). If M is an β-orbit with |M| > 2, then M — Mi for some z > 1
and Ri = {g £ R : gy = y for all y € F\M;}. Thus -/V(Λ) acts as a permutation
group on the set of pairs (M^,^). Suppose a component ^ is conjugate to a
component jR^ , where 1 < i,j < v. Then \Mi\ = |Mj|, so that S(Mj) is conjugate
to S(Mj) in G. If Λί = A
c
, then ^  is radical in S(Λ/i), so is Rj in 8(71^). Thus
Rj = AC' for some sequence c' of non-negative integers. Since \Mi\ = \Mj\, it follows
that |c| = |c'| and so c = c' as shown in the proof of [1, (2B)]. In particular, Di
is conjugate to Dj. If Ri — Q
w
 I Az, then by the remark of (2A), R^ is non-radical
in S(Mi), so is Rj in 8(71^). Thus Rj = Q
w
/ ^ A
z
/ for some sequences w7 and z' of
non-negative integers. Moreover, Di = (Q
w
)2 Z and Dj — (Q^')2^ ' .
As shown in the proof of (2.5), an A(^)-orbit of Mi has 2'wl elements and
it is a underlying set of a factor Q
w
 of Dif Since A(Ri) is conjugate to A(Rj)9
it follows that |w| = |wr|, so that |z| = |zr|. Moreover, ^  induces a permutation
group AZ on the set of ^(.R^-orbits and Rj induces a permutation group A
z
/ on
the set of A(Rj)-oτbits. Thus z - z; by [1, (2B)]. Let W = Π^Ί Wk be a normal
subgroup of Di such that W& ~ A|
w
| Then VK is a normal abelian subgroup of
Ri and the underlying set Uk of Wk is an A(Ri)-orbit of Mf. Suppose σ e -/V(-R)
such that σ(Mi) = Mj and Λf - Λ^ . Then S(Mi)σ = S(Mj) and A(^)σ - A(Rj).
Thus W"7 is a normal abelian subgroup of Rj, so that Wσ < A(Rj). The image
of an ^(jRi)-orbit of Mi is an A(Rj)-orbit of Mj. In particular, each σ(Uk] is an
and it is the underlying set of a factor of Dj. Thus Wσ = Πfc=ι ^k is a
normal subgroup of Rj such that Lk ~ -A|w|. So σ induces an isomorphism between
and ^
s(M)(^)(^ )/^. By (2.6),
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It follows that w = w' as |w'| = |w|. In particular, DI is conjugate to Dj. The
remaining assertions of (2D) now follows easily. Π
Suppose R = ΠΓ=ι ^  ^ s a subgroup of G with a decomposition (2.7). We define
where i runs over the indices such that either Ri 0 Δ+ or Ri = Sd I A
c
 G Δ+ but
mQB(R)(Sd) 0 {2,4}, and j runs over the indices such that Rj = Sd I A
c
 G Δ+
and τriQB(R)(Sd) G {2,4}. If R and W are subgroups given by (2C) and they are
G-conjugate, then QK(R) and QK(W) are also G-conjugate. Since P2 is radical in
N(Pι), it follows that P2 = QK(P2). Next, we study the structure of Pi for i > 3.
Let G = S(n) - S(F) and let
(2.8) fΓ =
be a subgroup of G, where 7Vχ = JVs^^pQ, αx and ί
c
 are non-negative integers,
X
c
 G {A\
c
\,Qc,D8} and Ω = Ω(jff) = {wι,w2, . . . , ws} is a subset of sequences w^
of non-negative integers. (It may happen that w$ = Wj for i / j). In addition, let
ί S(ί
c
) and ff* -
(2E). Suppose W is a radical subgroup ofH. Then W — W+ x W* such that
W+ = ΠyeΔ+ Y^Y and ^* — ΠceΩ ^c* >vAe/ ^  F β«rf W
c
 are radical subgroups
of NX and H
c
, respectively and βy is a non-negative integer.
(a) Each W
c
 has a decomposition (2.7), and if\c\ G {0, 1, 2}, then W
c
 is a radical
subgroup o/S(2|c|+ίc). Thus W has a deomposition (2.7).
(b) Let QKH(W) = W+x Π|c|=o,ι,2 K(W^ x Π|c|>3 QK(Wc)t where c runs over
Ω. In addition, letQ = QKH(W) andL = NH(Q). Then Q is radical in H and
NH(W) < NH(Q). In particular, O2(H) < Q and QKH(Q) = Q. Moreover,
L = L+ x L* such thatL+ = +^ 6 γ and
L
*= Π
where y
w
 G {A|W|,(5W,D8}, and δγ and ίw are non-negative integers. In
particular, L has a decomposition (2.8).
(c) LetR be a radical subgroup ofL = NH(Q). IfQKL(R) = Q, then R is radical
inH and NH(R) = NL(R).
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Proof. The decomposition of W follows by [6, Lemma 2.2]. We now prove
(a) and (b). If Y is a radical subgroup of N
x
 and X £ Δ(d) for some d > 1, then
NX = X or Sd I S(4), so y e {X, Sd Mi Mi} C Δ+. Thus W+ = ΠYGΔ+ (Y)βγ
for some integers β
γ
. If c| E {0, 1,2}, then by (2B), W
c
 is radical in S(2lc'+tc), so
that K(WC) is a radical subgroup of both S(2ic|+ίc) and Hc. In particular, Wc has
a decomposition (2.2). The normalizer NHc(K(Wc}) is given by [1, (2B)] or (2B).
Suppose d = \c\ > 3. Then W
c
 = W1 x . . . x Wm such that W{ = Z^ I Az,
where Z
w
 is a radical subgroup of ^Vjv
s ( 2 |C | )(Λ|C |)(^c). By (2A) (b), Zw £ {Xc,Qw}
with w| = |c|, and so W
c
 has a decomposition (2.7) and Q = QK(WC) is well-
defined. By induction, we may suppose Ω = {c} and d = |c|. Thus W = W
c
 and
H = H
c
. Suppose rriQB(W)(Sd) £ {2,4}. Since VF is radical in H, it follows that
rnw(Sd) 0 {2,4}. If mQB(W)(Sd) = 2, then mw(SdlAl) = 1. If mQB(w)(5d) = 4,
then raw( E) = 1 for one E £ {Sd M2, Sd Mi Mi}. It follows that
where ί
w
 is an integer and 7^ = 0, 1. If Z
w
 is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of
7VS(2iw|)(A|w |), then Zw is not a self-normalizer. If Zw is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
N
s(2iw|)(A|w |), then ίw 0 {2,4}. It follows that Q = O2(NH(Q)) and so Q is radical
in #. The rest of the proof of (b) is straightforward.
(c) In the notation above, Q = ΠFGΔ+ Y^Y x ΠCGΩ Q(c)> where Y and
Q(c) are radical subgroups of N
x
 and H
c
, respectively. In addition, Q(c) =
ΠzeΔ+(^)7z x Π
w
(^w)ίw for some 7^ = 0,1. Since R is radical in L, it fol-
lows that R = ΠE(E)eE x Πc^c, where E and ,RC are radical subgroups of NY
and L
c
 - NHc(Q(c))9 respectively. But QKL(R) = Q,so E = Y and e^ = βy. By
induction, we may suppose Ω = {c} and Q — Q(c)
If |c| = 0, then H - S(ί
c
), Q = Q+ x Q* with Q = tf(Q) and R is given by
(2C), where Q+ = ΠZGΔ ZΊZ with 7z = 0, 1 and Q* = (D8)m* x Πd>o(^)md
Thus L = L+ x L* and R = R+ x Λ*, where L+ = ΠzeΔ(^)7z, L* = D8 I
S(m^) x Πd>o ^ s(2") (Ai) 2 S(md), Λ+ = Π^Δ^)^ and R* = #2 * Ud>o Rd So
E1 is a radical subgroup of Nz, R'2 is a radical subgroup of £>8 I S(ra'2) and Λd is a
radical subgroup of 7VS(2<i)(AO I S(md). Since QKL(R) = Q, it follows that £^ = Z
and e^ = 7Z, so that .R+ = Q+. By (2B), .Rd and ^2 are radical in S(2d+md) and
S(22+m2), respectively, where d = 1, 2. By definition,
d=0,l,2
Thus #o = (A))mo, ϋf(Λι) = (Aι)mι, ^(^2) = (D8)mi, ^(^2) = (A2)m2, and
mi,m'<2 £ {2,4}, since Q is radical in H. By definition, K(R'2) — B(R2) and
= B(Rd] for d = 1,2. Similarly, since QK(Rd) = (Ad)md, it follows that
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Rd has a decomposition (2.2) and QK(Rd] = QB(Rd) = B(Rd] for d > 3. If
^z = l for some Z G Δ, then Z = AI I A2 or Z G Δ(2). In the former case
mB(Q)(Aι) = 4, since <2 = QKH(Q) = K(Q). So πii = Q and #ι = 1. In the latter
cases πiB(Q)(Ds) G {2,4}, so that m^ = 0 and R'2 = 1. In particular, mR*(Z) — 0.
Since β is radical in L, it follows that R is radical in G and QKL(R) = tf(.R) = Q.
Thus Λfa(Λ) < Λfa(Q) - L and WL(Λ) - NH(R).
If |c - 1, then H = A1 I S(ίc) and Q = Q+ x Q*, where Q+ - ΠzeΔ(z)7z
with 7z = 0, 1 and Q* = (^i)*1 x (L>8)t2 If |c| = 2, then ff = 7VS(4)(*c) I S(tc)
and Q = Z7z x Q*, where Z G Δ(2),
 7z = 0, 1 and Q* - (A2)*2 x (A*)*2 or (£>8)t/2
according as Jf
c
 = ^2 or ΌS The same proof as above shows that K(R) = Q,
NH(R) = NL(R) and R is radical in H.
If |c| = d > 3, then H - Λ^v
s(2d)(Ad)(^c) ί S(ίc) and Q = Q+ x Q*, where
Q+ = ΠzeA(d}(zΓz with 7z = 0,1 and Q* = Π
w
(^w)tw with Z
w
 - Ad or
Q
w
. It is clear that ί
w
 = mg(Z
w
) and |w = d. Thus L — L+ x L* and ^  =
β+ x R*, where L+ = ΠzeΔ(d)(^)ΎZ> ^* = Πw^S(2d)(Ad)(^w) ? S(ίw), and
β
+
 and β* are radical in L+ and L*, respectively. Since QKL(R) = Q, it follows
that #+ = Q+. Let β* = Πw^w, where jR
w
 is a radical subgroup of L
w
 =.
NNs(2d}(Ad](Zv,) I S(ίw). Then Q^L(^) - R+ x Πw Q^(^w), so that QK(R^} =
QB(RW) = (Z
w
)ίw. In particular, each component of β
w
 has the form Z
w
 l Az.
Thus QKL(R) = R+ x QB(R*). If mQ+(Z) ^ 0, then Z = Sd I Az for some
A
z
 and mQβ(Q)(5d) = mgβ(z)(5d) G {2,4}, since QKH(Q) = QK(Q] = Q. So
mQ*(Sd} = 0 and Zw / 5d. It follows that QKL(K) = QK(R) - Q, so that
< N(Q). Thus 7V/f (^) = A^L(^) and R is radical in H. D
REMARK. In the notation of (2E), suppose O2(H) = HXeA+(X}ax x
[|
ceΩ
(X
c
)tc. Then NX, ax, H
c
 and t
c
 are determined uniquely by H. In par-
ticular, QKH(R) is independent of the choice of decompositions of H. Indeed, the
underlying set U of H
c
 and Ux are ff-orbits of V, and 7Vχ = {g £ H : gy =
y for all y e V\t/χ} and H
c
 = {g £ H : gy = y for all y G F\t/}. Thus fί
c
 and
7VX are determined by H. In addition, X = O2(NX) G Δ+, (Xc)tc - O2(HC) 0 Δ+
and αx = πio2(H)(X)' So they are determined by H. This proves the remark.
If C G QR is the chain given by (2.3), then either w = 0 or Pi = QKN(Ci_^(Pi)
for all 1 < i < w. We also need the following lemma.
(2F). Let G = S(n) = S(^) and let C G QR be the chain given by (2.3)
with w > 1. In addition, let R be a radical subgroup of N(C). Then R has a
decomposition (2.7). If D = QKN(C}(R)> then D is radical in N(C), Pw < D, and
NN(C)(R) < NN(C)(D). In addition, if Pw / D and
Cf : P0<P1< <PW<D,
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then C1 e OR, R is radical in N ( C f ) , and NN(C^(R) = NN(C)(R). If PW = D,
then R is radical in N(C
w
-ι) and NN^Cw_^(R) = NN(C)(R)
Proof. Since PI is radical in G and QKG(Pl) = K(Pl) = PI, it follows
that N(Cι) = N(Pι) has a decomposition (2.8) and P2 is radical in N(Cι) with
QKN(Cl}(P2) = P2. By (2E) (b), N(C2) = NN(Cl)(P2) has a decomposition (2.8)
and by induction, N(C) has a decomposition (2.8). Thus R decomposes as (2.7)
and D = QKN(C^(R) is well-defined. By (2E) (b) again, D is radical in N(C)
and moreover, NN(C)(R) < NN(C}(D). Thus NN(C)(R) < N(C'} and NN(C)(R) =
NN(C>)(R). lfPw = A then apply (2E) (c) to H = N(Cw-ι) and Q = Pw. Thus R
is radical in N(C
w
-ι) and NN(Cw^(R) = NN(C^(R). This proves (2F). D
We can now prove the main result of this section.
(2G). Lei G = S(n) = S(V) with O2(G) = {lv}, and let B be a positive defect
2 -block ofG and u an integer. Then
ceπ/c
where QΊl/G is a set of representatives for the G -orbits in QΊZ.
Proof. It suffices to show that
(2.9) Σ (-l)l c 'k(ΛΓ(C),B,u)-0,
CeM/G
where M = 7^\S7^. Suppose C G M is given by (1.1). Then C0 G QU and
C = C
w
 0 Q7£, so that there must be some minimal m — m(C) G {0, 1, . . . , w — 1}
such that Cm e QR and C
m
+ι 0 Q7 .^ Since P
m
+ι is radical in ΛΓ((7
m
), P
m
+ι has a
decomposition (2.7). We can apply (2F) to C
m
. If D = QJfί7V(cm)(^>m+ι), then D /
P
m+ι, .D is radical in N(Cm} and 7V^(Cm)(Pm+1) < NN(Crn}(D), so that Pm < D.
Moreover, if P
m
 = D, then P
m+ι is radical in 7V(Cm_ι) and 7V7v(cm_ι)(^m+ι) =
ι). Define
f 1< P! < . . . < P
m
_! < P
m+1 < . . . < Pw if Pm = D,
<
[ 1< P! < . . . < P
m
 < D < P
m+ι < . . . < Pw if Pm < Zλ
Then y?(C) G >ί and N(C) = N(<p(C)). Moreover, φ(φ(C)) = C and \φ(C)\ =
\C\ ± 1. Thus φ is a bijection from ΛΊ to itself. This implies (2.9). D
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3. More reductions and the proof of the conjecture
In this section we shall follow the notation of Sections 1 and 2. Let QΈ°
be the G-invariant subfamily of QΊZ consisting of chains C given by (2.3) such that
πip^SdWg) = 0 for all d > 1 except when d = 1, in which case ifπip.(AιlDs) φ 0,
then (A2)2 is a component of some Pk for k < i, and [ V, (A2)2 ] = [V,DslAι] and
(A2)2 <D8lAl = All D8. If QK1 = Qft\Qft°, then
Q7^ = QK° U QR1 (disjoint).
We shall first reduce Dade's conjecture to the family
Fix integer d>l. Let X e {Sd I A2, Sd I D8}, and let X x Q be a subgroup of
G = S(n) = S(V) with a decomposition (2.7). lfU
x
 = [ V , X ] and t/g = ^\C7X,
then V = UXUUQ. Suppose C(0) G βft0 is a fixed radical chain with |C(0)| = s. Let
Qft(C(0), Jf x Q) be the subfamily of QR consisting of all chains C given by (2.3)
such that its s-th subchain C
s
 is C(0) and its (s + l)-st subgroup P
s+1 is X x Q up to
conjugacy in G. Since X e Δ+ and 7V(C
s+ι) has a decomposition (2.8), it follows
that N(CS^) = NX x 7V(s -f 1), where Nx = Ns(Uχ}(X) and N(s + 1) < S(t/Q).
Let Pt be the ί-th subgroup of C with t > s + 1. Then Pt = y(ί) x Z(ί), where
r(ί) G {A",5dUiMi}andZ(i) < ^(s+1). Note that Q7e(C(0), SdlD8xQ) C βπ1
whenever d > 2.
Let Λi = Λί(C(0), 5dM2 x Q) be the subset of Q7^(C(0), 5d?A2 x Q) consisting
of all chains C such that Y(t) = SdWs, that is, Pt = 5dίD8 x Z(ί) (up to conjugacy)
for some t > s -f 2. In particular, Λ<(C(0), 5d lA2 x Q) C Q7^1 and
Qft1 - U 5(C(0), SdlA2x Q) (disjoint),
C(0),SdlA2xQ
where S(C(Q),SdlA2xQ) = M(C(0),SdlA2xQ)(J(QK(C(0),SdlD8xQ)nQKl),
C(0) runs over Q7 °^ and 5d^A2 x Q runs over subgroup of G with a decomposition
(2.7).
For C e M, denote by m — m(C) the smallest integer such that P
m
 = SdlD8x
Z(πι), so that Q < Z(m). Let ΛΊo and M+ be the subsets of M consisting of all
chains C such that Z(m) = Q and Z(m) / Q, respectively.
(3 A). /« ί/z^ notation above, suppose S = 5(07(0), Sd M2 x Q)
(3.1)
CtS/G
for all 2-blocks B and integers u>0.
Proof. Set X = SdlA2. Suppose C e M+ is given by (2.3). Then m = m(C) >
s + 2 and P
m
_ι = X x Z(m - 1). So Z(m - 1) < Z(m) and A^(C£) - 7Vχ x
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for s + 1 < t < m — 1. In particular, Z(m — 1) is a radical subgroup of 7V(m — 2)
and moreover, if m = s -f 2, then Q — Z(m — 1) < Z(πι). Define a map φ such that
( 1< Pi < . . . < Pm-2 <Pm< <Pw if Z(m - 1) = Z(m),KP 1 <.. .<P m _ 1
< X x Z(m) < P
m
 < . . . < P™ if Z(m - 1) < Z(ra).
Then <p(C) G Λ1+, N(C) = N(φ(C))9 φ(φ(C)) = C and |<p(C)| - |C| ± 1. Thus
Suppose C G ΛΊo is given by (2.3). Since X and S^  ? D$ are the only two radical
subgroups of NX = Sd I S(4) up to conjugacy containing (5^)4, it follows that
m(C) = s + 2, that is, P
s+2 = Sd I D8 x Q. Thus
0(C) : 1< Pi < . . . < PS < P
s+2 < - < P™
is a chain of Qft(C(0),Sd ^D 8 x Q) Π Q7^1 and N(C) = N(g(C)). Conversely,
suppose
is a chain of QU(C(ϋ), SdlD8xQ)Π QK1, then P'a+l = Sd I D8 x Q and
ft(C') : K Pi < - - - < PS < X x Q < PS+I < - < Pi>
is a chain of Λ^0 It is clear that g(h(C')) = C' , h(g(C)) = C and |^(C)| = \C\ - 1.
Thus
This proves (3A). D
It follows by (3 A) that Dade's conjecture can be reduced to the family
Let Z = (^!)mι be a radical subgroup of S(2mι) - S(£7Z), and W φ Z a radical
subgroup of NZ — Ns(uz)(Z) such that K(W) = W. As shown in the proof of (2B)
WεΦ={D8lA2xAll A2, D8lA2x (Atf1, AllA2x (D^\ (A^ x (D^ } ,
where £; ^ {2,4}. If W = Al I A2 x (AO*2, then *2 7^ 0, since Z is radical in S(UZ)
Similarly, ifW = (A^ x (D
s
)t2 and ίi = 0, then t2 ^ 1. Thus
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Ns(uz)(W). LetQπ°(C(0),ZxQ) = Qπ(C(0),ZxQ)πQπ°, and let Λi(C(0), Zx
Q, W) be the subset of Q7£°(C(0), Z x Q) consisting of chians C given by (2.3) such
that P
m
 = W x Z(m) (up to conjugacy) for some ra > s + 2 and Pt = Z x Z(t) for
* + 1 < t < m, where Qft(C(0), Z x Q) is defined as in (3A) and Z(ί) < S(Z7g).
(3B). In the notation above, letS = Λi(C(0), Z x Q, W) U βπ°(C(0), W x Q),
VF G Φ. ΓAέ?Λ (3.1) holds for S.
Proof. Replacing X = Sd I A2 by Z, Sd I D8 by W and some obvious
modifications in the proof of (3A), we have (3B). Π
Let QU+ be the complement of Uc(o),z,w,Q(jVί(Cf(0)» ^  x Q, WO U Q7£0(C(0),
VF x Q)) in Qπ°, where C(0) runs over βπ°', Z - (A^"11 with mi 0 {2,4}, W
runs over Φ, and Q runs over subgroups of S(£/Q) with a decomposition (2.7). It
follows by (3A) and (3B) that
Let D - PI be the first non-trivial subgroup of C G Qft4". Then D = K(D) and
£) = £)+ x D* decomposes as (2.4). Now
Δ - {Aι I A2, D8 I Aι,Ds I A2,D8 I D8}.
By (3A), mD(D8lD8) = 0. Since D8lA2 e Φ, it follows by (3B) that mD(DslA2) = 0.
Similarly, mD(D8) = 0, 1 and mQ(Al I A2) = 0, 1. If mD(D8 I AI) ^ 0, then D is
not the first non-trivial subgroup of any chain in Q7£°. Suppose ra£>(Aι I A2) / 0.
Since Al I A2 x (D8)t2 G Φ for t2 > 1, it follows by (3B) that mD(D8) = 0. But
K(D) = D, so mB(D}(Aι) = 4 and mB(D+)(Aι) — 0. Similarly, if rno(D8] Φ 0,
then mD(Aι I A2) = mD(Aι) = 0. Thus
(3.2) D = D(Q) xX x
d>2
where D(d) - (Ad)mrf for d φ 1 and X < S(2mι) such that
For simplicity, we denote by D(l) the subgroup X. Thus AΓ(.D) = Πd>0N(D)d
such that JV(D)d - A^S(2^) (Ad) I S(md).
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Suppose Q = P<2 is the second subgroup of C. Then Q is a radical subgroup of
N(D), so that Q = ΓL>o Qd> where Qd is a radical subgroup of N(D)d. Thus Q0
is of form (3.2). It follows by (3B) that Ql = £>(!). In general, ifW = Pi is the ί-th
subgroup of C for i > 1, then W = [L>o ^  with wι = DW and w* < N(D)d for
all d > 1. By (3B) again, if ravκ(£>s ί ^ 2) Φ 0, then there is some 1 < k < ί — 1 such
that (A2Y is a component of Pfc, [V,(A 2) 4] - [V,(L>8)U2] and (^2)4 < (
Let Δ' = {D8,A1 1 A2} and let
(3.3) P=
be a subgroup of G, where ax and m^ are non-negative integers. Set P+ =
ΠxGΔ'(x)αχ and p* = Πd=o(^d)md- Let ux be the underlying set of X G Δ7
such that C7X - [£/χ,X], and Nx = Ns(Uχ)(X).
Suppose C € Q7^+ is given by (2.3). Denote by CV(C) the fixed-point set
CV(PW) of the final subgroup Pw of C. Let £ = ί(C) be the largest integer such that
Pi has a decomposition (3.3), and let Q7£+(P) be the subset of QΠ+ consisting of
all chains C given by (2.3) such that PI = P. Then
(P} (disjoint),
p
where P runs over subgroups of G with a decomposition (3.3). Thus
S / / I d
(3.4)
where (λd,ι, . . . ,λd,hd) is a partition of m^ and V(0) =
Fix partitions λd = (λ^i, . . . , \d,hd) of m^, and set λ — (λι, . . . ,λ s ). Let
Q7^+(P, λ) be the subset of QU+(P) consisting of all chains C such that N(C£) is
given by (3.4). Then
QU+(P] = \J βπ+(P, λ) (disjoint),
λ
where λ runs over all s-tuple partitions λd of m^.
Suppose W is a G-conjugate of P. Then 1/F5 = P for some g 6 G, and
C5 G βft+(P) for each C G Qft+(W). Thus a set of representatives for the N(P)
conjugacy classes of Q7£+(P) can be regarded as a set of representatives for the
G-conjugacy classes of the G-orbit containing Q7£+(P). It is clear that Qft^P)
and Qπ+(P,λ) both are 7V(P)-invariant.
Let fiπ7(P,λ) - {C G βπ+(P,λ) : CV(C) = CV(P)}, and let β7^//(P,λ) be
the complement of QR!(P, λ) in Q7^+(P, λ).
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(3C). In the notation above,
CGQπ"(P,λ)/7V(P)
for all 2-blocks B and integers u>0.
Proof. Let C : 1 < PI < ... < PH = P < Pe+i < . . . < P
w
 be a chain of
M = βπ"(P,λ). Then CV(PW) φ CV(P). Let m = m(C) be the smallest integer
such that CV(P
m
) φ CV(P] = V(ϋ). Then i+l<m<w.
Let V(+) = [ V , P ] and P(+) = P+ x Πd>ι(^)md, where P+ is defined
after (3.3). Then P = P(0) x P(+) and 7V(P) = S(V(0)) x ΛΓ(P)(+), where
P(0) = (l
v(0)) and N(P)(+) = 7Vs(y(+))(P(+)). Thus JV(Cm_!) = S(V(0)) x
N(Cm-ι)(+), where 7V(C
m
_ι)(+) < s(F(+)). So W = P
m
 decomposes as
W^ = W0 x W+, where W0 is a radical subgroup of S(^(0)) and W+ < S(V(+)).
In particular, WQ is a non-trivial subgroup with a decomposition (3.3). By defini-
tion, P
m
 has no decompositions as that of (3.3), so that mw+(Z) Φ 0 for some
^ G {Qc, Sd ί AI, Sd ? ^ 2}, where c? > 2 and c is a sequence of positive integers. Let
D = (ly (o)) x W+ and R = Pm_ι. Then D < Pm, P = Λ(0) x Λ(+) < D, and
D is radical in N(C
m
-ι), where Λ(0) = (lv(0)> and β(+) = O2(7V(Cm_ι)(+)).
If #(+) = W+, then m > £ + 2 and Pm = W0 x W+ is radical in AΓ(Cm_2). Let
G Q7^+ such that
_ f K Pi < . . . < Pm-2 < Pm < - < Pw ^ Pm-l = D,
ψ(C) : <[ 1< Pi < . . . < P
m
_ι < D < Pm < . . . < P
w
 if P
m
_! < D.
Then <p(C) G X, A^(C) - N(φ(C)), \φ(C)\ = \C\±l and φ(φ(C)) = C. Thus <p is
a permutation of M and preserves 7V(P)-classes in M. This implies (3C). D
Let Q7^/1(P, λ) be the subset of Q^(P, λ) consisting of all the chains whose final
subgroup is P. For any C(0) e S7^/1(P,λ) with length |C(0)| - ί, let QR!(C(ϋ),X)
denote the subset of QR!(P, λ) consisting of all the chains C such that Ct = C(0).
Thus
QΊl'(P, X)= U e7^/(C(0), λ) (disjoint).
In addition, two chains C(0) and C(0); of Qπί(P,λ) are AT (P) -conjugate if and
only if Qπ;(C(0),λ) and Qfr'(C(oy,\) are 7V(P)-conjugate.
Now we can prove the main result of this paper.
(3D). Dade's ordinary conjecture holds for any positive defect 1-block of the
symmetric groups S(n) with U2(S(n)) = 1.
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Proof. (1) First of all, we show that if πip(Ad) φ 0 for some d > 2, then
for all 2-blocks B and integers u > 0.
Let K = Πd=2 Πj=ι GL(d, 2)λd'J and let K(κ) be the set of a11 radical 2-chains
of K. In addition, let 5 = S(C(0), λ) be the set of all chains
C : 1 < PI < . . . < Pi = P < Pe+i < . . . < P
w
of G such that d = C(0) and C/P : P£/P < P^+i/P < . . . < PW/P is a chain of
n(K). The map <p : S(C(0),λ) -» ft(#) given by <p(C) = C/P is a bijection (see
[6, (5.7)]).
The same proof as that after (5.7) of [6] shows that
It suffices to show that there exists a bijective map ψ from QR!(C(ϋ), λ) to 5(C(0), λ)
such that N(C) = N(ψ(C)).
Let C be a chain of Q7e/(C(0),λ) given by (2.3) and let N{ = N(d) for
0 < i < w. If D = Pt is the ί-th subgroup of C, then
(3.5) D = D(Q) x D(l) x [J [(5d I A^ x (Sd I A2f* x D(d)] ,
such that £>(0) - (A0)m°,^(l) - (D8)aιx(AιlA2)βlx(Al)tί and D(d) = Πc(^c)ίc
with |c| = d, where X
c
 G {^,52 = Z>8,Qc}5 and αi,βi,tι and ίc are non-negative
integers. Let
(3.6) ψ(D) = D(0) x D(l) x JJ [(Sd)2(*d x (Sd)*βd x D(d)] .
d>2
Equivalently, if D = Πi Di such that A ^ Δ+ OΓ A e {Ad, J98, Qc}, then ψ(D) =
Y[k QB(Dk) x (AilA^Y1, where /?ι = πiD^ilA^) and fc runs over the indices such
that Dk^AllA2. Define
Then ψ(Ct) = ψ(C)t for 1 < t < w. We shall show that ψ(C) e 5 and ^  is a
bijection satisfying N(C) = N(ψ(C)). If αd - βd = 0 for d > 2, then ?/>(£>) = D. In
particular, ^(Pt) - Pt, ^ (C)^ - Q = C(0) and AΓG(Ct) - NG(ψ(Ct)) for 1 < ί < L
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Suppose ψ(Ct) G S for some t>L Then Nt is of the form (2.8), and moreover, if
V(ϋ) = C
v
(Pt) = CV(P), then
(3.7) Nt = S(^(0)) x Nt(l) x Π [(Sd I Aι)α- x (5d ί S(4))^ x Nt(d)] ,
d>2
where Nt(l) = (Ds)aι x (Ai I S(4))^ x AI 2 S(ίι) and
|c|=d
Since Pt+ι is radical subgroup of 7Vt and C G Q7£'(C(0), λ), it follows that
Pt+1 - D(0) x D(l) x [J [(5, ί Ai)"- x (Sd I A2)P* x W(d)] ,
where W(d) = Π|
c
|=d ^  such that VΓC is radical in Hc = NNs(2d}(Ad}(Xc) l S(tc).
As shown in the proof of (2E) (c) W
c
 = Π
w
(yw)mw x (Z)™ , where the w's are
sequences of positive integers such that |w| = |c| = d, Z G {Sd I Aι,5d I A2},
^w G {A/,£>8,QW} and 7z = 0, 1. Moreover, Xc < Fw and (Zγz = SdlAι or
5d l A2 according as mQB(Wc](Sd} - 2 or 4. So QB(WC) = Πw(yw)mw x (Sd)™
and (^
c
)tc < QB(WC], where 77 = 2 or 4 according as (Z)^ = SdlAl or 5d?A2- In
particular, NHc(Wc) = NHc(QB(Wc)\ and QB(Wc)/(Ad)** = Πwί^wMd)^ x
(Sd/Ad)ηfγz is a radical subgroup of GL(d,2)tc. By definition,
x
d>2
so that JVjv t (^(Pt+ι) = JVt+i. By (3.6), ^(Pt) < ^ (Pt+ι) and ^ (Pt+1)/P is a radical
subgroup of K. Thus ψ(Ct+ι)/P G 7e(i:), and by induction, ψ(C)/P G π(K),
so that ^ (C) G S. Since ΛΓt = AΓ(C£) = N(ψ(C)t) for t > 1, it follows that
Pt = O<2(N(ψ(C)t)}, so that C is determined uniquely by ^(C). Thus ψ is a bijection
if and only if it is onto.
Let C' : 1 < P[ < . . . < P'
w
 be a chian in 5, and let C be the chain of length w
such that its t-th non-trivial subgroup Pt is O2(A/'(C't/)). Since C'e = C(0) is radical,
it follows that C£ = C(0), and so <φ(Ct) - Ct; for 0 < t < £. Suppose ψ(Ct) = C't
and Ct G Qπ7(C(0), λ) for some £<t<w. Then 7Vt - N(Ct) = N(C't) is given by
(3.7). Since Ct is a radical chain and Ft = O2(Nt), it follows that Pt — D is given
by (3.5) and P/ = ^(£>) is given by (3.6). Since P/ < P/+1 < 7Vt and Pi+JP is
radical in /ί, it follows that
• I I [Y C \2ad \/ (C \4/3d v., TΎ^l
• I I K dy v*^dj x ./. l^ βj
d>2
such that Γ(d) = Π|
c
|=dTc' where τ*/(Ad)tc is a radical subgroup of GL(d,2) ίc.
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By (2A) (b), Γ
c
 = Πw(yw)mw, where |w| = |c = d and F
w
 6 {Ai,£>8,Qw}. Thus
I S(m
w
).
Since y
w
 is self-normalizing if and only if y
w
 = Sd, it follows that O2(NHc(Tc)) =
T
c
 except when mTc(Sd) G {2,4}, in which case O2(NHc(Tc)) = Πyw7£sd(yw)mw x
Z, where Z = Sd I AI or Sd I A2 according as πiτc(Sd) — 2 or 4. Thus
Ψ(O2(NHc(Tc))) = Tc and ψ(Pt+ι) = P/+1. By induction, ψ(C) = C' and ψ is
onto. Thus ψ is a bijection.
(2) In order to complete the proof, it suffices to consider chains C G QR!(P, λ)
such that
(3.8) P = (A))mo x (DsΓ x (Aι I A2)β x (A^ ,
where α, /3, m0 and mi are non-negative integers. It follows by (3B) and (3C) that P
is the final subgroup for each chain C G βft^P, λ). Let QΊl*(G) = UP,λβπ'(P, λ),
where P runs over subgroups of form (3.8) and λ runs over partitions of m\. It
suffices to show that
(3.9)
for all positive defect 2-blocks B and integers u > 0.
Now each subgroup of a chain C G Q^G) is of the form (3.8). Let φ(P) =
(A0)mo x (^!)2α x (^ι)4/3 x (^ι)mι and let
φ(C) : 1 < 0(Pι) < φ(P2) <...< φ(Pw)
for chain C G Qft*(G) given by (2.3). In addition, let S(G) = {φ(C) : C G
Q7£*(G)}. A proof similar to that of (1) above shows that φ is a bijection between
QΊl*(G) and 5(G), and ΛΓ(C) - #(<£(C)).
The same proof as that of [6, Proposition (6.1)] shows that
which implies (3.9). This completes the proof. D
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